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Tuan Tran is President of HP Inc. Imaging, Printing & Solutions, a $20 billion business spanning global services, software, and hardware to meet needs across home, office and graphics markets. As head of the global business unit, Tuan is leading the transformation of HP’s Printing Solutions and Services business.

Most recently Tuan was the Global Head & General Manager of the Office Printing Solutions Organization, where he was responsible for the overall business, including defining product roadmaps, end-to-end product development, and business execution worldwide. His scope encompassed working with partners to engineer the world’s most reliable office printing experiences including driving the HP Toner supplies business and building industry-leading solutions like the world’s most secured printers. Tuan also played an instrumental role in the acquisition of Samsung Printing and led key global relationships for HP, including Canon and Xerox.

Tuan joined HP in 1991 and has held a variety of senior leadership positions in marketing, finance and operations across the LaserJet Hardware & Technology Organization, Consumer Business Organization, Mobile Computing Division and the Business Printing Division in Singapore. As one of the original members of the Mobile Computing team, he was highly involved in building a successful notebook business for HP.

Tuan holds bachelor’s degrees from both the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the University of Oregon. He also holds a master’s degree in business administration in marketing, finance, and operations from the University of Oregon. He is based in Vancouver, Washington.